July 10, 2020

RE: Improvements to Lamme Road
MOT-Lamme Road Improvement, PID 107991

Dear Interested Party:

The Montgomery County Engineer’s Office proposes to improve Lamme Road from Alex-Bell Road to Bushwick Drive (about 3000 feet) and Alex-Bell Road east of Lamme Road (about 500 feet). Improvements will include replacement of the bridge over Holes Creek (including sidewalks on the new bridge), resurfacing the pavement on Lamme Road, replacement of the traffic signal at the intersection of Lamme Road and Alex-Bell Road, and replacement of deteriorated sections of curb and sidewalk.

The project will address a variety of conditions within the corridor, including:

- Deteriorated roadway pavement.
- A deteriorated bridge which has exceeded its serviceable life.
- A gap in the pedestrian facilities at the existing bridge.
- Sections of curb & sidewalk that are too degraded to repair with routine maintenance.
- An obsolete traffic signal at Alex Bell Road and Lamme Road.

Additional information is provided on the following pages.

As you are a nearby property owner/occupant (or other interested party), we wish to inform you regarding this project. We welcome your questions and comments. To provide comments, you may return the enclosed comment form, send an email, call, or send a letter to the contact listed below. Please reference “Lamme Road” in any emails or letters. Comments are requested no later than August 21, 2020, to ensure they can be considered in project development.

Contact Information:

Rex Dickey, P.E., P.S.
Phone: (937) 225-4904
Email: LammeRoad@mcohio.org